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EDUCATION - 
VITAL KEY TO SUCCESS IN LIFE 

Education i s  in a state of turmoil today! Students are 
dissatisfied, true educational values are lost, universities 
have become faceless factories. But education is VITAL for 
true success in life! Here is why, and how YOU can secure 

the RIGHT EDUCATlON in your life. 
HE NATIONS of the world have “perhaps 10 
years left  in which to subordinate their 
ancient quarrels and launch a global part- 

nership to curb the arms race, to improve the 
human environment, to defuse the population 
explosion and to supply the required momentum 
to world development efforts.” 

So spoke United Nations Secretary General U 
Thant in May, 1969. 

Perhaps “10 years left”! 
If world problems and crises are not solved in 

ten years, if nations do not begin to cooperate on 
a global basis, said U Thant, “then I very much 
fear the problems I have mentioned will have 
reached such staggering proportions that they 
will be beyond our capacity to control.” 

But how did the world come to such a state of 
affairs? How did such a worldwide crisis suddenly 
descend upon us? 

The answer, when you understand it, boils 
down to the problem of EDUCATION! 

T 
WARTED - These 
ntral American chi l-  

en will have little or 
 opportunity to receive 
formal education be- 
use of poverty, ignor- 
ce, prejudice, a n d  
perstition-all a result 
 faulty education, or 
ne at all. 
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Worldwide NEED for Education 
Because of a lack of sound education, because 

of national prejudices, disagreeing histories, lies 
and political propaganda, the world’s nations 
have never been able to get together and work 
to SOLVE man’s mounting problems. 

Despite universities and colleges, there has 
developed an  astounding “knowledge gap.” 
Despite the phenomenal growth of material 
knowledge in the past decade - in which the 
world’s sum total of knowledge DOURLED - 
education and knowledge concerning peace and 
the solutions to the world’s problems was never 
more desperately needed! 

How can world crises be solved as long as  45 
percent of the world’s children have no chance 
of receiving even a formal education? How can 
India’s problems of soaring population be solved 
as long as over 68 percent of the Indian popula- 
tion is illiterate? How can Africa cope with its 
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problems as long as 80 percent of the population 
cannot read or write? 

UNESCO estimates that 45 percent of all 
people over 15 years of age in the world cannot 
read or write! In the non-Communist nations 
alone, there are three quarters of a billion 
illiterate adults! 

Lack of education, worldwide, is a terrible 
CURSE obstructing progress and ruling out any 
hopes of true success in life for vast numbers of 
mankind! 

Multiple millions are under this awful curse 
and have virtually no hope of changing things 
during this life. Millions are doomed to poverty, 
and millions more to mediocrity, because of a 
lack of true, worthwhile, proper EDUCATION. 

But lack of education is not only a global, 
international problem. It not only poses a vir- 
tually insurmountable problem for the world’s 
nearly 140 or so nations with hundreds of dif- 
fering customs, languages, religions and beliefs, 
to learn to work together in cooperation - it is 
also a personal, individual problem in the lives 
of millions even in the affluent nations! 

Chances are even YOU are hampered to some 
degree in achieving real, lasting, true success 
because of a LACK of the RIGHT KIND OF EDUCA- 
TION! 

Therefore, this worldwide problem should 
personally interest and cnncem YOKJ. 

I s  This Education? 
Today, education in universities around the 

world is becoming increasingly irrelevant. 
Students are dissatisfied. Classes are becoming 
sounding boards for politics instead of academic 
learning situations. Whole university campuses 
have been shut down because of student rebel- 
lion and protest. In the spring of 1969, over 200 
American universities were struck by demon- 
strating, rebelling students. In the spring of 
1970, hundreds more were shut down because of 
student strikes and the threat of violence. 

But the United States is not alone in facing 
this problem. France, England, Japan, Spain, 
Mexico, Germany, and a long list of other 
nations have also witnessed students on the 
rampage. 

It would seem that students today-or a 
great many of them - are not really interested 
in EDUCATION. All too many would rather pro- 
test, demonstrate, and rebel. Surprisingly, edu- 
cational polls reveal that  more than half the 
boys and girls who go to college go for fun-  
for football games, social life, fraternities and 
sororities - not for academic reasons. 

A comprehensive survey of college students 
conducted by the Educational Testing Service 
revealed that 51 percent of the freshmen want 
college for “collegiate” reasons - in other words, 
to have a good time. Only 19 percent admitted 
they go to college for academic reasons-to 
learn. 

But frankly, being educated in one of the 
colleges in this world DOES NOT lead to true 
success. How niany college graduates do you 
know who ended up working the pumps a t  a 
gasoline station? How many, after four years 
in college, are really equipped to  succeed in 
Lheir chosen occupation? 

All too few! 
Dr. David B. Truman, dean of Columbia 
EDUCATION IN  
CHAOS! - Too many 
students today are not 
really interested in ed- 
ucation. They would 
rather protest, demon- 
strate, and rebel - or 
just have ”fun”! 
Ambossodor College Photo 
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AMBASSADOR CLASSROOM - Students at Ambassador Colleges are bridging the astounding 
“knowledge gap” that exists in this world’s colleges and universities. Having clear-cut goals in 
mind, they are busily engaged in learning how to become outstanding, well-balanced successes 
in life. Send for the free booklet, ”This I s  Ambassador College,” to learn al l  about it. 
College, the men’s undergraduate liberal arts 
school of Columbia University in New York 
City, said American colleges are turning out 
“the new barbarian, the educated illiterate” - 
students who are knowledgeable only in their 
own specialty. Said Dr. Truman: “The specialist 
who is trained but uneducated, technically 
skilled but culturally incompetent, is a menace.” 

Professor Claude Coleman, director of a 
Special Honors Curriculum for Gifted Under- 
graduates a t  Southern Illinois University, also 
criticized modern education in the United 
States. He declared that American universities 
are turning out “splendid splinters” instead of 
educated men and women. He asserted Ameri- 
can society is educating its best minds in the 
wrong directions and with a false sense of values. 

Charged Professor Coleman : “Nine-tenths of 
our faculties are bores, simply because they 
become complete nincompoops outside their 
specialties. They are not happy until their 
undergraduate majors become as narrow as they 
are themselves.” 

These are serious charges! 
An illustration of the failure of modern col- 

lege education to REALLY educate and teach 
young students is the study of geography. One 
year, 92 percent of all graduating seniors in a 
university had not even been exposed to one 
course in geography! 
An Eastern college submitted its entering 
class of 500 to a geography quiz. Shocking as 
i t  may sound, 38 percent could not even locate 
Alaska; 40 percent mislocated Communist 
China; 61 percent placed England on the Euro- 
pean Continent; and 86 percent could not even 
point to a location within 500 miles of the 
Rocky Mountains. 

The Missing Dimension in 
Education 

The reason for the world’s growing problems 
today, as well as many peoplefs personal prob- 
lems, is simply the fact that millions who have 
been have been inoculated with the 
WRONG KIND of education, An unbalanced edu- 
cation! They have been taught material, physi- 
cal knowledge, but are totally ignorant of 
spiritual knowledge! 

Such an imbalance is guaranteed to wreck 
the lives of individuals and destroy the future 
of entire nations! 

Seeing the problem in its true perspective, Dr. 
Benjamin E. May, President of Morehouse 
College, Atlanta, declared: “We know more than 
we have ever known. We have more educated 
people than a t  any time in history; we have 
more people with college degrees, yet our 
humanity is a diseased humanity.. . . 

“It isn’t knowledge we need; knowledge we 
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WHAT‘S THE DIFFERENCE? - A chimpanzee 
can’t think and reason, but he can be taught to 
react to simple instructions. Humans can think 
and reason. But instead of teaching children how 
to really use their minds, most schools today 
simply pour textbook knowledge into them 
through memorization of facts and data! 

H. Armstrong Roberts Photo 
trouble with most schools today is that  they 
simply pour textbook knowledge - whether 
right or wrong-into the minds of children. 
Children are taught to memorize facts, data- 
but not how to use their minds to THINK, to 
analyze, to weigh, to discern between right and 
wrong. All too often, evolutionary garbage is 
funneled right into their pliable, plastic, unsus- 
pecting young minds. Without realizing it, they 
are taught to look a t  life from an evolutionary 
approach or viewpoint. 

Goal-oriented education also involves personal- 
ity development, character development, leader- 
ship, experience, knowledge from travel, personal 
contacts with successful men and other people, 
observation and right associations. 

Right education teaches the basic principles of 
life and success. It teaches the overall principle 
that for every effect THERE IS A CAUSE! Good 
results come from right causes; evil effects are the 
result of EVIL causes or actions. 

The kind of education disseminated a t  this 
world’s educational institutions is not geared to 
equip students for true success in life- believe 
it or not. 

Cheating is rampant in classrooms. Dishonesty 
is rifc. Grades are all that count with far too 
many students. How they get those grades 
simply doesn’t matter. 

Is it any wonder, then, that we have so many 
college graduates who are able to do nothing 
more than run a gasoline pump a t  a service 
station? Is i t  any wonder that many college 
graduates are looked upon as misfits in business 
and industry? 
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THEODORE ROOSEVELT - Former President 
of the United States, Roosevelt was basically a 
self-educated, forceful man. He succeeded as a 
Importance of Instruction 
1. What does the Bible say about those who 

refuse instruction? Prov. 5: 11-13. 
2. Does right instruction include reproof - 

correction? Prov. 6:23. Is i t  thc WAY OF LIFE? 
Same verse. Does instruction make a wise man 
still wiser? Prov. 9:9. 
3. Is the man who refuses reproof making a 

serious mistake? Prov. 10:17. What happens to 
him? Prov. 13: 18; 15: 10. 

4. Should we love instruction and knowledge? 
Prov. 12:l. What is a person who hates correc- 
tion or reproof? Same verse. 

COMMENT: The Moffatt translation says, “He 
who cares to know cares to be set right, but he 
who hates to be admonished is a ST’JPID crea- 
ture.” God says a person who hates knowledge, 
instruction and education is STUPID! 

5 .  What will eventually happen to the man 
who is reproved often and finally hardens his will 
against receiving correction? Prov. 29: 1. 

Self-Educated Men 
1. Do wise men SEEK knowledge, education? 

Prov. 18:15. 
COMMENT: Actually, the besl educated man 

is the self-educated man - that is, the man who 
‘1 c 
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN - Lincoln was one of the 
most famous self-educated men. He taught him- 
self the profession o f  law, and later became 
President of the United States. 

writer, military leader, and great statesman. (c‘ 

f 
is really interested in what he studies; who isn’t 
merely trying to get a good grade in a class; 
who studies hard, driving himself to  learn about 
the particular field he has chosen for his life’s 
work! 

Abraham Lincoln never graduated from high 
school; ncvcr wcnt to college. But he pored over 
books a t  night, including Gibbon’s Decline and 
Fall of the R o m a n  Empire. He drove himself to 
study. He burned the midnight oil. He taught 
himself the profession of law - and finally, 
because of his self-education and diligence, he 
became President of the United States. 

2. Does right instruction include hearing a 
multitude of good counsel? Prov. 11:14; 15:22. 
Does i t  also include walking with wise associa- 
tions? Prov. 13:20. 

Dwight D. Eisenhower was not an outstanding 
student in his school days. He was not overly 
impressive when he went to West Point as  a 
young army officer candidate. But he studied 
diligently on his own. All during his army career, 
he studied books dealing with the army and 
military strategy. He broadened his education 
by associating with top-notch army officers. He 
gained field experience in Central America, and 
continued studying. He put his mind to what he 
was doing while he was doing it. He gained valu- 
able experience. 
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DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER - Another suc- 
cessful, largely self-educated man who devoted 
his life in service to his country. +
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MISSING TODAY-The great men of this world 
lacked one vital ingredient in their education. 
They did not understand the basic foundation o f  
all knowledge - the Bible. Inscription appears 
over south wing entrance of Ambassador Hall on 
Ambassador's Pasadena campus. 
Eisenhower, because of his diligence and atten- 
tion to his duty, and his self-improvement on the 
job, became Supreme Commander of the Allied 
Forces in Europe in World War I1 -and later 
became President of the United States! 

Theodore Roosevelt was another who did not 
distinguish himself a t  school, but he was an 
omnivorous reader throughout his life. Almost 
nothing could interrupt his concentration while 
reading. He was a man of wide interests. He 
had a wide background of experience, including 
ranching, hunting, African safaris, Amazon 
exploration in South America, as well as military 
experience fighting in Cuba during the Spanish- 
American War. Roosevelt, also, was largely self- 
educated. 

All these men, however, were successful only 
insofar as this present life is concerned. They did 
not understand the great, all-encompassing plan 
and purpose of God. They did not grasp spiritual 
truth. 

But a truly great opportunity has been placed 
before you. 

God has revealed great and marveious truths 
to YOU. He has shown you His wonderful plan for 
all mankind. What are you doing with this 
knowledge? Are you educating yourself, driving 
yourself to learn all you can about God's way 
of life? 
3. Does God say we should APPLY ourselves 

 

 

to instruction and knowledge? Prov. 23: 12; 
22: 17-19. Does this knowledge lead to a wonder- 
ful REWARD? Prov. 24:14. 

COMMENT: How plain it should be that right 
education is essential to REAL SUCCESS. A person 
cannot be successful in life unless he is willing to 
STUDY, to learn, to educate himself. This does 
not mean he should concentrate his studies on 
some intricate scientific subject only. It means 
the successful man needs a well-rounded, 
balanced education! He needs to be knowledge- 
able in many fields besides his own speciality. 

Above all, however, i t  means he needs to be 
EDUCATED in the study of God's Word. Even more 
important than physical knowledge for success 
is SPIRITUAL KNOWLEDGE so he can live by God's 
principles of success! Obeying the Word of God is 
the surest route to true success - i t  is the only 
route! 

In  the final conclusion, spiritual SALVATION is 
right spiritual EDUCATION in God's way of life, 
His plan and purpose; understanding what 
repentance is all about; and studying and under- 
standing basic Bible doctrines about faith, 
repentance, baptism, the resurrection, judgment. 
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Knowledge about these important subjects is the 
most important, most vital knowledge ever 
published! 

You have been receiving the education that 
really counts through, this Correspondence 
Course. Have you been taking full advantage 
of it? We know many of you have not! Perhaps 
you need to go back to the first lesson and begin 
learning what you missed due to lack of diligence 
and the motivation which results from a full 
realization of your purpose in life, and the need 
to study God’s Instruction Book for attaining 
true success. 

Education Is More Than Knowledge! 
For a person to achieve true success, he must 

do more than acquire “knowledge” of the facts. 
Knowledge is vitally important. But far too many 
people don’t know how to USE that knowledge! 

Knowledge, unless i t  is applied and used 
wisely, is worthless. To properly apply and use 
knowledge, a person must grow in UNDERSTAND- 
ING and WISDOM. 

A college professor might have tremendous 
knowledge in economics or history. But what 
good is it unless he can use it to help solve 
people’s economic problems, or help students 
gain insight into the patterns and trends of 
his tory? 

Many men have been failures because they had 
some knowledge, but that was all. They simply 
couldn’t apply it. For example, a man might have 
the imagination and inventiveness to invent an 
interesting gadget or device. But he might not 
know how to develop it into a practical com- 
modity. Somebody else might come along, 
purchase the patent for the device, and mass 
produce i t  for the public because he saw a 
widespread use for it. And he, not the inventor, 
will make millions of dollars, pounds, or francs 
from the other man’s invention. And so many 
inventors have died in poverty, while other men 
took their ideas or inventions and used them to 
make millions. 

To be truly educated, therefore, one must also 
develop his mind so he can apply knowledge, use 
it, make it practical and beneficial. 

Notice how the Bible bears this out: 

Understanding and Wisdom 
1. Does possession of wisdom provide riches, 

wealth, honor and happiness? Prov. 3: 13-18. 
Does wisdom lead to PEACE? Verse 17. 

COMMENT: God shows that WISDOM is abso- 
lutely essential for true success. 

2. Just  what is real wisdom? Is i t  the fear or 
awe of God? Prov. 9:lO and Job 28:28. What is 
the Bible definition of the “fear of the Lord”? 
Prov. 8:13. 
COMMENT: Those who fear God, who stand in 
awe of Him and FEAR to do evil or sin-who 
keep His commandments - have true wisdom! 
This wisdom comes from God (Prov. 2:6).  It is 
a vital KEY to success and prosperity! 
3. Do other Proverbs show that wisdom is 

vital to achieving peace, honor, wealth, fame, 
fortune and TRUE SUCCESS? Prov. 4:5-9; 8: 11-12, 
15-18. Will those who have real wisdom inherit 
substance - have their treasures filled? Verse 21. 

ConirmNT: How many truly wise people do 
you know who follow this TRUE WAY to lasting 
success and prosperity? 

4. Notice what other two qualities are often 
associated with true wisdom in the Bible. Is 
understanding one of them? Prov 4:5-7. Is the 
other one knowledge? Prov. 2:3, 5-6. 

5. Will those who have real understanding. 
knowledge and wisdom be spared many mistakes, 
and kept from stumbling and falling into failure? 
Prov. 2:  10-12. 

COMMENT: Knowledge is the accumulation of 
facts. Acquiring right knowledge can be achieved 
by learning truth instead of error. But most 
people in the world don’t have right knowledge. 
Their minds are filled with lies, errors, mistaken 
concepts, false ideas-a mixture of truth and 
error. Such a mixture is poisonous. It’s just like 
adding a column of figures; if one number is 
wrong, the final answer will be wrong. Therefore, 
i t  is vital t o  get RIGHT KNOWLEDGE in order to 
achieve real, lasting success! 

Understanding is the quality of properly 
evaluating the knowledge one has. It involves 
discernment. It requires seeing the broad per- 
spective, seeing how one’s knowledge fits into 
the overall picture. When a person understands 
knowledge, he sees its true significance- its 
real meaning. Many people who have knowledge 
still lack this vital ingredient of understanding! 

Wisdom is the capstone of the three. Wisdom 
is the proper and right utilization of knowledge 
and understanding. It is putting knowledge and 
understanding to the right ACTION - the proper 
USE! Millions who have a degree of knowledge 
and understanding, fall miserably short of pos- 
sessing true wisdom! They don’t know how to 
apply their information - how to rightly use the 
facts. When it comes to acting on their knowl- 
edge, they are abysmally lost. Therefore, they 
never achieve REAL SUCCESS! 

6. Who is the source of true understanding 
and wisdom? Prov. 2:6. What do we have to do 
to receive true wisdom? Jas. 1:5-6. 

learn How to THINK! 
No matter what your job, i t  requires a certain 

amount of education. The higher your job, the 
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more education i t  requires. Even a carpenter’s 
apprentice needs instruction to do his job well. 
To advance, and to finally become a fully quali- 
fied carpenter, he must learn the necessary skills. 
The more instruction and education he can 
master, the better carpenter he will become. If 
he really applies himself, he might become a 
foreman, a superintendent, or even a contractor 
or a builder. 

How high you rise depends to a great 
extent upon how much you learn-upon your 
education! 

True education is the soundest investment you 
can make in life. But true education is not 
necessarily measured by how many years you 
spend in school or classrooms. It does not depend 
on the number of diplomas or degrees you earn. 
It is measured more accurately by how well you 
learn to  think! Knowledge alone, as we have 
seen, is not enough. 

Said Ralph J. Cordiner, Chairman of General 
Electric: “Two of our most outstanding presi- 
dents.  . . never had an opportunity to attend 
college. Although some of our present officers 
have doctor’s degrees, 12 out of 41 have no 
college degrees. W e  are interested in competence, 
not diplomas.” 

Merely being a sponge, and soaking up facts, 
won’t bring you true success. A fact can be 
looked up in an cncyclopcdia, or an almanac. 
Books and files contain facts. True success 
depends much more on how well you learn to 
THOMAS EDISON - 
Edison was more con- 
cerned about thinking 
ability than in memo- 
rizing a lot of statistical 
facts or data. Conse- 
quent ly  he  i n v e n t e d  
many forerunners of the 
useful modern conven- 
iences we take for 
granted today. 

American Stock Photo 
use your mind, analyze problems, solve them, 
and THINK! (Not “Thimk!”) 

1. Did the kind of wisdom God gave Solomon 
include the ability to  think? Read I Kings 3:16- 
28. This is the kind of thinking ability your 
education should lead to! 

COMMENT: God can add this ability to you 
as you yourself develop your mind - learn how 
to make decisions - how to think. Learning facts 
is important, for you must have facts in order 
to properly arrive a t  sound decisions. But you 
must also develop your capacity for thinking 
analytically, for meditating over situations, for 
und-erstanding concepts, and for applying that 
information to real life. 

Stretch your mind. Train i t  to think construc- 
tively, positively. 

Albert Einstein believed i t  was more important 
to use your mind to think than as a warehouse 
for facts. A story has been circulated about 
Einstein being asked how many feet there are 
in a mile. He replied: “I don’t know. Why 
should I fill my brain with facts I can find in 
two minutes in any standard reference book?” 

Another story has been told about Henry 
Ford, inventor of the Ford automobile. The 
Chicago Tribune had called Ford an ignoramus, 
and a libel suit followed. Ford was asked who 
Benedict Arnold was, when the Revolutionary 
War was fought, etc. Ford, who had no formal 
education, could not answer. 

Finally, in exasperation. Henry Ford thun- 
dered: “I don’t know the answers to those 
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USE YOUR PUBLIC LIBRARY - You do not need to purchase the books and magazines men- 
tioned in this lesson. Your public library contains most of them. Books not on hand can often be 
ordered by your library from the state library, or the Library of Congress. Public libraries are 
provided as a public service to you -so take advantage of that service. 
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questions, but I could find a man in five minutes 
who does.” 

Ford, like Einstein, was more concerned about 
thinking ability than in memorizing a lot of 
unimportant statistical facts or historical data. 

Too many people are like parrots. They can 
memorize very well. They are like walking, talk- 
ing encyclopedias. But they are a t  a loss when 
it comes to thinking, analyzing, making deci- 
sions, solving problems, developing new ideas. 

An example of thinking occurred in the life 
of Thomas Edison, inventor of the electric light 
bulb. Edison asked a young mathematician to 
figure out the cubic capacity of a light bulb. 
All week long the brilliant mathematician worked 
over his figures. He measured the bulb, calcu- 
lated the curvature of the bulb, and pondered 
his data. 

At the end of the week Edison returned and 
saw him still poring over the problem. “Haven’t 
you finished that yet?” he asked. “Here. let me 
show you how to do it.” Edison then took the 
bulb, filled i t  to the brim with water, then 
poured the water into a square basin. It took 
him a few minutes to get the answer, whereas 
the “expert” took all week and still did not 
calculate the final answer. 

Readers Often Become leaders 
Henry Ford declared that young people should 

prepare themselves with the training, knowledge 
and experience every leader needs. Edison said 
he devoted every cent he could lay hands on to 
scientific books, and materials for experiments. 
Many famous men, including Eisenhower, Theo- 
dore Roosevelt, and others, have admitted their 
whole lives were changed through reading a 
book or several inspiring books. 

Books, especially autobiographies and biog- 
raphies of successful men arid wonieii, can 
inspire, stimulate, and motivate you to greater 
achievement and success! Biographies of such 
men as Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, 
Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, Winston Churchill, 
Dwight Eisenhower, and a host of others are very 
profitable reading. 

The right kind of reading may awaken slum- 
bering ideas in the back of your mind and pro- 
vide an incentive or a goal to achieve. The study 
of the lives of great and successful men has 
aroused dormant abilities and aptitudes in thous- 
ands of other men and women who previously 
were stumbling along in life. 

Don’t waste time reading trashy novels filled 
with sex and sensual filth, or comic books, often 
filled with violence and gore. Be selective in 
your reading. Choose profitable, useful, educa- 
tional books. Choose good books on history, 
ecology, pollution, the population explosion, and 
other world problems; visit the non-fiction section 
of your local library. Read such books as Rise 
and Fall of the Third Reich, Too Many,  Famine 
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TEST YOUR MEMORY 
This quiz is designed to help you remember some of tho 
important facts you learned in the lesson. You simply circle 
or underline each correct answer. After you‘ve finished fhe 
test, check your choices with the correct answers listed 

below and rate yourself. 
1. How many years did United Nations Secre- 
tary General U Thant say that the nations have 
left to solve the world’s problems? A. Five. 
B. Ten. C. Twenty. D. Fifty. 

2. According to UNESCO estimates, what per- 
centage of the world’s population over 15 years 
of age cannot read or write? A. 25 %. B. 45 % .  

3. Recent polls reveal that the majority of col- 
lege students today ore mainly interested in 
A. academic studies. B. learning. C. sports. 
D. having fun. 

4. According to Professor Claude Coleman, 
American universities are turning out A. bar- 
barians. B. splendid splinters. C. idiots. D. illiter- 
ates. 

5. The basic problem with modern education 
today i s  that it fails to teach students A. scien- 
tific knowledge. B. geography. C. mathematics. 
D. spiritual knowledge. 

6. The second law o f  success A. calls for right 
education. B. demands a college education. C. 
i s  not important for attaining true success. D. is 
being applied by the vast majority of earth‘s 
inhabitants today. 

7. Because of decadent education, irrelevant 
courses, and huge faceless educational “fac- 
tories,’’ students today are A. studying harder 
than before, B. dissatisfied. C. waiting for 
better times. D. brighter than students of 
previous times. 

8 .  An outstanding example o f  a successful per- 
son who hod a limited formal education i s  A. 
Theodore Roosevelt. B. Abraham Lincoln. C. 
Dwight Eisenhower. D. Henry Ford. 

9. To be properly educated, one must not only 
have knowledge and understanding, but also 
A. intuition. B. luck. C. technical know-how. 
D. wisdom. 

10.  What are businesses and corporations more 
interested in than diplomas? A. Technical skills. 
B. Personality. C. Competence. D. Memorization 
ability. 

C. 70%. D. 9 0 % .  
TRUE O R  FALSE 

1 1 .  Albert Einstein wasn’t as concerned about 
thinking ability as he was about memorizing 
facts or figures. T F  

12. Success in life does not necessarily depend 
on formal education. T F  

13. Biographies and autobiographies o f  fam- 
ous men have inspired many others to lead 
lives o f  outstanding achievement. T F  

14. Leaders are invariably readers, and there- 
fore more successful in life. T F  

15 .  Knowledge i s  of value only as it is put to 
use in one’s life. T F  

MATCHING 

Simply draw a line from the correct word, 
definition, or statement in the second column 

to each item in the first column. 

16. Thomas 
Edison 

17. The Bible 

18. Salvation 

19. Enemy of 
education 

20. II Timothy 
2:15 

A. Television 
B. Reading books 
C. Key to right 

education 
D. Education 
E. Command to study 
F. One who used 

G. Philosophy 
H. The Bible 
1. Going to heaven 
J. Automobile designer 

common sense 

CORRECT ANSWERS 

1-02 4-91 I-z 1 8-8 
v-4 1 1-61 4 - 1 1  a-L 
a-8 i I-P 1 3-01 v-9 
3 - L  1 1 - E  1 a-4 a-s 

9-P 

9-Z 
a-& 

a- i 

RATE YOURSELF 

19-20 correct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  excellent 
16-18 correct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  good 
13-15 correct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  foir 
30M570 


